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The: purpose of this note is to exhibit a relationship between the probability 
transirtion functions of conservative processes (Bartlett [I]) and reversed conserva- 
tive p’rocesses which are t:cneralizations of reversed multiurn Ehrenfes: processes 
(Karlin a\nd McGre:gor [21). This relationship shows that for a restricted class of 
transitions the probability iransition function of a reversed conservative process is a 
simple function of the transpose of the probability transition function of a 
corresponding conservative process. Since the form of the probability transition 
functions of conservative processes are both simple and well know;3 this relation- 
ship provides a convenient method of obtaining some of the transitictin probabilities 
for reversed conservative processes. We illustrate the use of the relalionship for the 
reverse:d ttvo urn Ehrenfest process. 
Let SN., be the set of r-tuples n = (nl,. . ., nl ) having nonnegative integer 
components umming to ET and let ei be the member of S1,, having Lth component 
equal to unity. In addition let hi,j (t) and vi,j (t) be nonnegative continuous functions 
of time t 2 0 for i = 1, . . ., r and j = 1, . . ., r. 
A conservative process having state space S N,r and transition parameters vti (d) is 
an r-(dimensional, continuous time, Markov process 
{Y(t): t 2 0) = {( Yl(?), . . ., Y, (t)): t 20). 
The probability transition functions of this conservative process 
P’N’(m,t+S~lE,S)=P{Y(t+S;)= m 1 Y(s) = n) are the unique solutions to the 
system of forward Kolmogorov equations 
dPqN)(m t + s 
‘dt 
n s) 9 zz- C prrivi,, (t + s)PtN)(m, t + s 1 n, s) 
iZj 
(11 d 
+ C (mi + 1)Vi.l (a + S)P’“‘(tt# - er + et, t + S 
i#j 
subject o the requirements PtN)(m, t + s 1 m, s) = 0 if either a or n is not in Sh=* and 
FN)(m, s 1 n, s) equals one if m = n is in SN,r but equah zero otherwise. 
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A reversed conservative process having state space SN,, and transition rate 
parameters Ai,j (f) is also an r-dimensional, continuous time, Markov process 
(x (2): t 3 0) = ((.X,(t), . . ., xr (t)): t 3 0). 
The probability transition functions of the reversed conservative process 
Q’ym,t+s~n,s)=P{x(t+s)=m IX(s)= n} are the unique solutions to the 
system of forward Kolmogorov equations 
~m$t,n?= _ 
dt 
C mjAi,j (t + s)h (mi)Q’N’(m, t + S) 1 n, S) 
iPj 
(2) 
+ C (mj - l)Ai,j (t + s)QtN)(m - ej + ei, t + s 1 n, S) 
i#j 
subject to the requirements QtN)(m, t + s 1 n, s) = 0 if either m or n is not in ?$+&, 
and Q(N)(m, s ] n, s) equals one if m = n is in SNvr but equals zero otherwise. Here 
the function h(x) appearing in (2) is defined to be one if x = 1,. . ., N and to be zero 
otherwise. 
Conservative proce$ises, often called stochastic ompartment models (Matis and 
Hartley [3]), have been used to model various phenomena. The solutions to 
equations (1) have probability generating functions (Sever0 [6] or Schach [4]) 
G(p,f, s) = :): fi &WN)(m, t + s ( n, s) 
rnE!!& i=l 
(3) 
It follows from (3) that given Y(s) = n, Y(t + s) is distribu.ted as the sum of N 
independent multinomially distributed random vectors Z,, . . ., & of which exactly 
ni (i = 1,. . ., r) have that distribution P(‘)(Q t + s 1 ei, s). Thus the general probabil- 
ity structure of conservative processes i not only simple but also completely known 
provided the exact form of the quantities P”‘(ej, t + s 1 ei, s) can be determined. 
Both conservative and reversed conserlfative processes can be considered to be 
processes representing the distribution of N balls among r urns over time with the 
variables Xi (t) and Yi (t) representing the number of balls in urn’ i at time t in the 
two processes. To contrast the two types of processes consider a conservative 
process and a reversed conservative both having state space SN,r with N > r = 2 and 
constant paramet#ers Vi,j (t) = Ai,, (t) = 1. If both proce$lses are in the state (N - 1,l) 
it follows that the chance of the next transition being the movement of a ball from 
urn one to urn two is (N - 1)/N in the conservative process and is l/N in the 
reversed conservative process. Roughly speaking the conservative process is an 
ergodic process which tends to equalize the number of balls among the urns while 
that: reversed conservative process is an absorption process in which all of the balls 
eventually collect in one urn. Similar considerations hold for more general choices 
of parameters. 
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To establish the relationship it is convenient o express equations (1) and (2) in 
matrix forms. To do this we need slome additional notation. Let R, be the set of 
r-tuples w = (w,, . . ., CO,) which have each component equal to zero or one with at 
least one nonzero component. For each CI) in 0, let &,,(w) be the subset of points 
( n1, . . ., tt,) in SN., which satisfy ni > 0 if and only if oi = 1 for i = 1, . . ., r. Define wIp 
as the element of f2, having all components oi = 1 (t = 1,. . ., r) and let L be a 
labeling of the states in &,, (w*). That is, L is a one-to-one mapping of the 
K = (!‘!.Ar) elements of &,, (mO) onto the set (1 , . . ., K}. In addition let I.,, be the 
labeling of the states in SN-r.r defined by L,(m)= L(m +mO) for all m in SK-,_,. 
Note that SN., too) is precisely the set of states of form m + oO, where m is in Sh’-,.,. 
The invert Jppings determined by these labelings are denoted by 1, -’ and L ; ‘, 
respectively . 
If { Y(t): t 2 0) is a conservative process having state space S N- *.,. parameters 
vi,j (t) and N > r 2 2, then equations (1) have the matrix form 
dP(N--‘1 (t+s;q 
dt 
= PN-"(t + s; s)A(t + s) 
where F+‘)(t + s; s) is the K x K maltrix having (i, j)-th clement 
PN-“(L;‘(j), t + s 1 L;‘(i),s) and A(t + s) is the K x K matrix having (i, j)-th 
element ai,j given by (U = 1, “. ., I and v = 1.. . ., I) 
I 
- c m”vu.” (t + s), L--‘(i) = L-‘(j) = m, 
u#o 
6fi.j = (mu + l)vu,t, (t + s), L-‘(i)= m fe, -et., L ‘(j)= 111, ISI 
I 0, otherwise. 
lt is well known that the solutions to equations (1) have matrix form 
P(N-“(t + s; s) T= exp(&*’ A(x)dx),, where for any square matrix ~1, exp il = 
Y3c 
5 
My=0 A ‘/y ! and JA is the matrix consisting of the integrals of thr: components of A. 
Suppose {X(t): t 3 0) is a reversed conservative process hawng state space SA..b 
and parameters hi,j (t) = v~,~ I(t) which are the transpose of the parameters of the 
conservative process discussed above. Since Xi (s) = 0 implies X8 (t + s) = 0 for all 
r -30 it follows that the states in & (ml,) communicate only with other states in 
Sfiir (We’). As a result the transition probabilities Q’“‘(IoI, t + s 1 II, s) with m and R 
both in S,,,,, @(I) can be obtained by finding the solution to the reduced system of 
equations which contains only those equations in (2) having both states in and II in 
Slv., (WI)* 
In matrix notation the reduced system of equations are 
dQ-)(f + s; s) 
dt 
= QfN)(t + s; s)B(r + s). 
where QtN)(t + s; s) is the K x K matrix having (i., j)_th element 
Q(N)(L-L(j), t + s f L_‘(i),s) and B(t + s) is the K x K matrix with (i,j)tk ok- 
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ment b&j given by 
b&j = 
I 
- C mJ,, (t + s), L_‘(i) = L--‘(j) = m, 
u#v 
(m, - l)A,v (t f s), L-‘(i) = m + e,, -e, and L‘-‘(j) = m, (7) 
’ 0, &herwise. 
Using the matrix forms of the Kolmogorov equations we now establish the 
relationship between the solutions. 
Theorem 1. The matrices A (t i s) and B(t + s) of (4) and (6) satisfy the 
relationship B(t + s) = A (t + s)* - A * (t + s)l, where A (t + s)* is th%z transpose of 
A(t + s), I is the K by K identity matrix and A *(t + s) = &,+,,Au,,, (t + s). , 
Proof. Recall that m is in S N--~,~ if and only if btt + w. is in &,,(u~) and Ll(m) = 
L(m + ~0). Thus if Ll(m ) = i then L(m + coo) = i and since vU,v = AvVu it follows 
from (5) and (7) that 
Ui,i Z C mUvU,, (t + s) 
uzv 
=- 2 (m, + l)Av,, (t + s) + C Au,, (t + s ) 
U#V ufv 
.= bi,i CA*. 
If Ll(m - e, + ev) = i and Ll(m) = j then using (5), (7) and 
above, 
a,,,] = (m, + 1)~~~ (t + S) = (m, + l)A,, (t + S) = bj,i. 
Since all the other elements are zero we have established 
the same reasoning as 
the relationship. 
Theorem 2:. Thle solutions to (4) and (6) satisfy the relationship 
l-+9 
QlfN)(t, s.) = exp A * (x)dx x PtN-“(t, s)*. 
Proof. The solutjon to (6) has the form 
Q(“‘(t, s) = exp 
(I 
1+s t+s 
A(x)dx - 
23 I s 
AV$)Idxj. 
But l:“A (x)ds and s:+‘A *(x)ldx commute so that exp(&+“A (x)dx - 
$:+‘A *(x)ldx) is just the product of exp(J:+‘A (x)dx) and exp( - !:+‘A *(X)Idx). 
TO complete the proof note that the second of these factors is just 
exp( - $:*‘A *(x)dx) times I. 
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These rAationships show that when m and n are both in Syr (~a), 
then CP(rn, t + s 1 II, s) can be obtained by using the solutions 
P(N-r) m ( -~o,t+s~~- mo, s) of a corresponding conservative process. The ex- 
tension of these results to the case where m and n are both in SNer (m) for some w 
in J& other than o. is immediate. If m is in SN,, (m) and n is in SN,, (oO) we are not 
able to provide a general result analogous to Theorem 2 which does not require the 
calculation of complicated integrals. 
When I = 2, however, the only transition probabilities not given by Theorem 2 
are the absorption probabilities which can be obtained by integration. For enrrample, 
if m =(O,N) and n =(n,N-n) with O<n<N then 6 
QtN)(m, t + s 1 n, s) = cr” (N - l)Al.&)Q’N)(m + et - e2, x 1 n, s)d,x. 
F 
To illustrate the application of Theorem 2 we consider the reversed Ehrenfest 
model. The classical Ehrenfest process, as pointed out by Severo [6], is a 
conservative process with I = 2 and constant parameters u’..&) == up2 and v2.Jt) = . 
vpl where 0 c pl < 1, p1 + p2 = 1 and v > 0. For this process, 
PtN)((m, N - m), t + s 1 (n, N - n), s) = 
pl”rpTFv 
n-v N-m+n+v 
p21 p22 
where, taking v = 1 without loss of generality, 
pj + (1 - pj )emt, i = j, 
pij = 
pj - pjt:-', i# j. 
The reversed Ehrenfest process is a reversed conservative process with I = 2, 
h1,2(t) = Apl and h2,4t) = Ap2. Taking A = 1, 0 < m < n, 0 < n c hi and N a 2 it 
follows from Theorem 2 that 
Q(N)((m,N-m),t+s f(n,N-n),s)= 
= e-‘PNV2)((n - I, N - n - I), t t- s f (m - 1, N - ty; -- Q, 5). 
The absorption probabilities are found easily by integration, 
While the transition iprobabilities for the reversed Ehren&r g!ocess have been 
given in terms of orthogonal polynomials by Karlin and M&~c~:cv [2] our approach 
provides a much simpler method of solution in many ins&ices. The result of 
Theorem 2 can easily be extended to the case where the parrlmetcrs v~.! (t) and 
Aij (t) xe time dependent stochastic variables (Saunders [6]). 
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